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Creating a better work culture with
new organisational values
Taranaki DHB launched brand new organisational values this year which better defines who we are as
an organisation, the way we work with each other, our patients, whānau and external partners.
Our new Te Ahu Taranaki DHB Values are: Partnerships / Whanaungatanga, Courage / Manawanui,
Empowerment / Mana Motuhake, People Matter / Mahakitanga and Safety / Manaakitanga.
Te Ahu, which means ‘the way’, represents the way Taranaki DHB lives the values. Local Māori artist,
Hemi Sundgren, helped create the circular values design. The kowhaiwhai designs on each of the five
values represent the movement and direction towards the centre (inner being) and an attention to
foster and nurture wellbeing. This reflects our values coming together around one central focus – the
patient.
The new values also link to the ways in which we recognise and reward each other, how we recruit for
new positions and how we discuss our performance, goals and aspirations.

Partnership

WHANAUNGATANGA

Safety

We work together to achieve
our goals.

MANAAKITANGA
We provide excellent
service in a safe and
trusted environment.

Courage

MANAWANUI

People matter

We have the courage to
speak up and advocate
for each other.

MAHAKITANGA

We value each other, our
patients and whānau.

Empowerment

MANA MOTUHAKE
We support each other to
make the best decisions.

Front cover: Te Ahu Taranaki DHB Values.
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What is Health News?
On behalf of Taranaki DHB, we are pleased to present Health News, our sixth annual quality account
document. As the funder of the majority of healthcare services in the community, Taranaki DHB works
hard to ensure the people of Taranaki have access to good quality and safe healthcare.
We work to maintain a high standard of healthcare services, and performance measurement keeps us
on track with community expectation and the evolving world of medical innovation and technology.
We are always open to better ways of learning and working, and making improvements is part of this
process.
Health News will give you some insight into the learnings and improvements Taranaki DHB have made
over the last financial year, including operational, clinical and community outcomes. We believe it is
important for the DHB to be open and transparent with the wider community, and sharing the recent
improvements we have achieved is one way we hope to provide a better understanding of how our
local health system works.
Enjoy reading Health News and getting a snapshot of how our staff works hard to provide services
that aim to benefit the patients and their families of Taranaki.

Pauline Lockett						Rosemary Clements
Taranaki DHB Chief Executive
Taranaki DHB Chair						

FEEDBACK
We view Health News as an important opportunity to further engage
with the Taranaki community. If you have any feedback on this document,
or suggestions for the type of content you would like to see in future
editions of Health News, please email communications@tdhb.org.nz
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Health Targets 2018
Taranaki DHB continues to work hard towards the national Health Targets as set
by the Ministry of Health. These targets are indicative of a wide range of services
and efforts in priority areas.
Target

1

2

Shorter stays in ED
The target is 95 percent of patients will be
admitted, discharged, or transferred from
an Emergency Department (ED) within six
hours.

Improved access to elective
surgery
The target is an increase in the volume of
elective surgery by at least 4000 discharges
per year.
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95%

91.7%

92.2%

90.7%

91.1%

100% 122.5% 123.7% 119.7% 118.9%

Faster cancer treatment
The target is 90 percent of patients receive
their first cancer treatment (or other
management) within 62 days of being
referred with a high suspicion of cancer and
a need to be seen within two weeks.

90%

90.2%

90.9%

97.3%

88.9%

95%

91.8%

90.6%

87.6%

87.2%

90%

88%

90.8%

88.9%

89.9%

95%

92.3%

93.8%

98.2%

97.5%

Increased immunisation
The target is 95 percent of eight-montholds will have their primary course of
immunisation (six weeks, three months and
five months immunisation events) on time.

Better help for smokers to
quit
The target is 90 percent of PHO enrolled
patients who smoke have been offered help
to quit smoking by a health care practitioner
in the last 15 months and 90 percent of
pregnant women who identify as smokers
upon registration with a DHB-employed
midwife or Lead Maternity Carer are offered
brief advice and support to quit smoking.
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Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
1 results 2 results 3 results 4 results

Raising healthy kids
The target is 95 percent of obese children
identified in the Before School Check (B4SC)
programme will be offered a referral to a
health professional for clinical assessment
and family based nutrition, activity and
lifestyle interventions.

A year at Taranaki DHB
1,369

1,973

members of staff

babies were
welcomed into
the world

39
free flu and

61
1,
3 female

360 male

693 were

88

676 were

female

whooping cough
immunisations
were
administered
to pregnant
women at our
weekly drop-in
clinic

male

280

babies were cared for
in our Neonatal Unit

Presentations at ED
15,670

That’s
approximately
92 people per
day.

That’s
approximately
43 people per
day.

Of those who presented at Hawera
and Taranaki Base Hospital EDs
1

33,600

TRIAGE LEVEL
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200 life-threatening

2

4,925

3

20,619

4

20,259

5

3,267

non-urgent

2,150

30,705

4,354

1,171,040

MRI scans

x-rays

surgeries

lab tests

380,953

35,784

2,172

26,216

phone calls received
by our call centre
(approx.)

outpatient
appointments

patients were seen by a
district nurse at home
(approx.)

patients in our inpatient
(acute care) wards
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Hapū Wānanga offers
antenatal education for
Māori women
An exciting kaupapa Māori birth education
programme for pregnant women and their
whānau called Hapū Wānanga was launched in
May 2017, offering information about pregnancy,
birth and raising tamariki based on Māori
practices and principles.
The programme was established after research
found Maori women in Taranaki did not have
good access to antenatal education. Based on
the same programme Waikato DHB delivered in
2015 to increase opportunities for Māori to access

quality and culturally appropriate antenatal
education, Hapū Wānanga will be delivered as
two day workshops free to women and whānau
around Taranaki.
It is hoped the programme will have a positive
influence on breastfeeding, safe sleep,
immunisations and smoke-free outcomes for
Māori into the future.
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Patients benefit from free Wi-Fi
Staying in contact with friends and whānau was made a lot easier for patients at Taranaki Base and
Hawera Hospital thanks to free Wi-Fi, which was generously donated to Taranaki DHB by local internet
service provider PrimoWireless in December 2017.
Since then, free Wi-Fi has made a huge difference for patients who are staying in hospital, giving
them the reassurance that technology will keep them in touch with friends and whānau during their
recovery.
PrimoWireless managing director, Matthew Harrison, decided to gift the hospital free Wi-Fi following
his own personal experience as a patient needing adequate connectivity to run his business from a
hospital bed. This proved very difficult, so Matthew wanted to make a positive change.
After months of testing and tweaking free Wi-Fi was launched to hospital patients successfully and
has been keeping patients connected ever since.
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Look for ‘FreePrimoWireless’ in your WiFi settings
while at Taranaki Base and Hawera Hospital

Look out for our Free Wif Fi posters around Base and
Hawera Hospital.

PrimoWireless team members Kelly Ellis, Matthew Harrison
and Jasmine Harrison.
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Emergency management coordinator Mike Broker with Tamara Gravatt promoting the D.U.M.P campaign during
Patient Safety Week 2017.

Patients encouraged to
D.U.M.P safely
During Patient Safety Week (6-10 November
2017) people were encouraged to make their
homes safer and protect the environment by
taking their unwanted and expired medicines to
any local pharmacy for FREE, environmentallyfriendly disposal. This awareness campaign was
called “Dispose of Unwanted Medicines Properly”
(D.U.M.P.)
Patients in hospital were also given pamphlets
about their treatment and medications, as well
as information on how they could dispose of
their unwanted medication safely. All patients
discharged from Taranaki Base and Hawera
Hospital throughout Patient Safety Week
received a new discharge flyer explaining how
to fill their prescriptions and what pharmacy
services were available in the region.

D.U.M.P medication tips
included:
•

Ensure you are fully informed about your
medications

•

Use one pharmacy for all of your
prescriptions

•

Don’t share medicines

•

If you miss a dose of medicine DO NOT
double up on the next dose

•

Make sure medications are stored properly

•

Don’t store refrigerated medicines in the
fridge door

•

Use an accurate measure from your
pharmacist to measure medications

•

Medicines that are expired, or still ‘in date’
but no longer needed pose a safety risk

•

Antibiotics will not help a common cold
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New hi-tech simulator
helps improve team
work in surgery

Oscar the manikin receives
medical assistance in
simulated surgery.

Surgical teams at Taranaki DHB have been using
a new hi-tech simulator called Oscar to improve
team communication skills to help them deal with
real life patients.
Oscar (an acronym for Organised Simulated Care
and Response) is one of several highly realistic
manikins that are central to a world-leading
simulation programme called NetworkZ. This
programme has been developed by Auckland
University, funded by ACC and is being rolled out
in DHBs throughout the country.

Oscar provides high level training that
focusses on teamwork and communication
for nurses, anaesthetists, anaesthetic
technicians and surgeons in real time. Oscar
is very realistic – he bleeds, breathes, blinks,
has a heartbeat and can even talk. He plays a
vital role in helping to improve the safety and
efficiency of care for our patients, and will
continue to offer our staff up to date research
and training in theatre.
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New parent zone open
Mother Maree Vesseur
and daughter Remi
(born 13 May 2018).

Creating a comfortable family-friendly space for breastfeeding and bottle feeding
parents and staff with young children was the mandate for a recent renovation project at
Taranaki DHB.
A true team effort was required to design the new Parents’ Zone space, including style
advice from Cat Glass and Jeremy Hill, who featured on TV3’s The Block in 2015. Led by
Taranaki DHB’s service improvement advisor, Mary Bird, the project was also supported
by DHB staff and whānau representatives.
It didn’t take long for the old existing parent room to be revamped into a modern and
welcoming space thanks to new carpet, furniture and window treatments kindly donated
by RJ Eager.
Mary Bird says “We listened to the feedback from parents who frequent the hospital and
they wanted the new parent room to feel warm and welcoming, not like a waiting room.
It is breastfeeding and express-friendly with a functioning curtain and lock, it offers
comfy seating with a power socket nearby and a table at arms reach. And let’s not forget
the lovely play corner for toddlers while mothers are feeding.”
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Regional Screening Unit from left: Jodi Spencer, Kerryn Smith, Wendy McCormick, Calyn James and
Robyn Maxwell.

Collaboration key to cervical
screening improvements
Years of dedication and collaboration between
Taranaki DHB’s Regional Screening Unit, Tui Ora,
Ngati Ruanui and other health providers has
broadened the awareness of cervical screening
in Taranaki and increased uptake, especially for
Māori, Pacific and Asian women who were all
identified as high priority.
Working in collaboration has enabled the
screening unit to increase priority smears

over the last three years due to reaching new
networks and working in communities which had
never been involved before.
Nurses phoned, visited, provided transport to
clinics, sent promotional letters and made clinic
bookings for women to be screened. A night
clinic was also offered which was hugely popular
and the biggest success of the project.
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Maternity care
improvements
Taranaki DHB has made some significant maternity care improvements over the
past year, in particular recognising and managing postpartum haemorrhage
(PPH) rates for women giving birth.
Taranaki was identified as having increased rates of PPH in 2016. This led to
maternity management taking steps to improve maternal outcomes for women,
including pre-empting the risk of PPH. Data showed the women at greatest risk
of PPH were those whose labour was induced or augmented with oxytocin, and
women who had a prolonged second stage of labour. Prophylactic measures have
now been put in place to anticipate women who may be at increased risk of PPH.
Maternity staff who have access to women’s healthcare information are now
better informed about the contributing factors for increased risk for PPH such
as clinical risk, age, ethnicity and how many previous births the woman has
experienced.
Thanks to these maternity care improvements Taranaki DHB is seeing a decline
in PPH rates and staff continue to strive to reduce these rates even further to
provide the highest quality maternal care for the women of Taranaki.
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Rebuilding the health of the
Parihaka community
The local community of Parihaka are set to
benefit from better health resources and services
following a significant settlement offer and
apology from the Crown.
In June 2017 a special ceremony, Puanga Haeata,
took place at Parihaka to mark the Crown’s
acknowledgment of historical injustices that
took place in and around Parihaka in the late
1800’s, including substantial land confiscations,
destruction of the Parihaka village, indecencies
committed to its people, and the arrest of its
leaders who were then jailed without trial. The
impacts of these atrocities are evident today
in many ways, including in the health status of
Māori.
A reconciliation package has been offered to
the people of Parihaka which includes a $9
million development fund, a set of relationship
agreements between local and central

government and legislation that legally binds the
government’s commitment to Parihaka.
Taranaki DHB has signed a relationship
agreement which vows to help rebuild the
Parihaka community by way of health resources
and services which includes:
•

technical advice and assistance to develop
and implement a Water Safety Plan for
drinking water

•

technical advice about water supply and
sewage system designs and installation

•

facilitate access to community based health
promotion services

•

facilitate relationships with health service
providers to enable on-site access to
preventative/screening services, primary
health care and palliative care.

Think delirium!
It’s preventable and reversible
Delirium is an acute change in mental status
that is common among older patients that
come into our hospitals. Last year Taranaki DHB
embarked on a number of initiatives to improve
the prevention of delirium in patients at risk, and
to improve the early diagnosis and treatment of
patients with delirium.
Nursing staff were given education and support
around the prevention, identification, assessment
and management of delirium, and a new nursing
assessment and care planner tool was created to
help clinical staff determine if patients have one
or more key risk factors for delirium.

A delirium audit was also conducted to look at
how well our DHB documented delirium in the
problem list, discharge summary and clinical
notes. Data was compared with the results from
2015 and showed we have made good progress
with increasing the awareness of delirium.
Access to better information on delirium for
staff has improved thanks to online learning,
promotional posters highlighting awareness,
patient experiences and a delirium resource
corner now available in Wards 4A and 4B at
Taranaki Base Hospital.

A more sustainable approach
Taranaki DHB is taking action to become a more sustainable organisation, starting with the
establishment of a Hospital Sustainability Group.
The group has already run a waste audit with support from Waste Management which focussed on the
source right through to the disposal of medical
and general waste. The audit is now helping
to provide information on future activities,
including education and development of
recycling initiatives.
Baxter Healthcare is also helping Taranaki DHB
reduce our environmental footprint through
an innovative recycling programme. The
programme involves the collection of Baxter
and non-Baxter products like oxygen tubing,
oxygen masks and IV bags. The collected
material is then distributed to a recycling
company in Otaki who turns the waste into
children’s playground matting.
Sustainability is becoming embedded into
the everyday culture of Taranaki DHB and we
look forward to creating more sustainable
opportunities in the future.
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The Community Health
Integration Centre (CHIC)
The Community Health Integration Centre (CHIC) is part of the broader Integration
programme of work, Project Connect –aiming to better connect primary/community and
secondary services for our high needs patients.
In late 2017, Taranaki DHB spent three months reviewing referral processes for community
based services. By monitoring and analysing all of the relevant referrals the hospital
received during this time we were able to identify the referral source and their intended
recipient. From this we determined the volume of referrals and gaps in services for our
patients.
A snapshot of findings from the referrals project include:
-

3148 referrals were received (averaging 262 per week) covering 2,447 patients.
43% of referrals were from GP’s and most of the rest came from within the hospital.
48% were deemed complex and 61% were those aged 65 years and over.
20% patients had two or more referrals in this three month period.
Referrals currently undergo multiple steps and on many occasions are handled by a
number of staff.
There is a significant amount of printing of referrals, scanning, emailing or sending back
and forth via internal post.

Managing referrals better and from one central point is really important to improving
access to our services for patients. The CHIC aims to provide the people of Taranaki
with the care they need, when they need it, in the right place, while also improving the
experience for patients with high needs. This will be achieved through better coordination
of primary care (GPs), secondary care (hospitals) and community health services. The aim
is for the CHIC to be operational by March 2019.
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Tap into Water Project prevents
children’s access to sugary drinks

Westown retailers who support the Tap into Water Project (L-R) Subway employees Kate Spencer and
Jess Prater, former Little Fed manager Jeremy Webling and Westown Bakery manager Steve Lorth.

Taranaki DHB’s Tap into Water Project is making
a positive impact in the community with more
New Plymouth retail stores choosing not to sell
sugar sweetened beverages (SSBs) to children on
their way to school.
The project was initiated to help combat child
obesity, tooth decay and other health issues
affecting Taranaki children. It also aims to get
decile 1-4 schools in Taranaki to adopt a water
only policy.

Six local retail stores in Westown, along with
the whole Bell Block retail community have
joined in the bid to prevent children having
access to sugary drinks before 9am on school
days. This aligns with the Ministry of Health’s
recommendation that children should not
start their day with the high amount of sugar
that SSBs contain, as it can interfere with
concentration, learning and problem behaviour.
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Whānau Pakari children with their new vegetable garden

Promising results for childhood
obesity programme
Healthy lifestyle programme
Whānau Pakari has had
promising results this year for
children aged 5-16 years with
weight issues. After just 12
months of being involved in the
programme all of the children
reported better physical and
emotional health, and improved
knowledge of healthy eating.
Whānau Pakari is a
collaboration between Taranaki
DHB and Sport Taranaki. The
programme is led by Taranaki

DHB paediatrician and Liggins
Institute researcher, Dr Yvonne
Anderson, whose aim is to take
healthcare out of hospitals
and into people’s homes and
communities to involve the
whole family/whānau.
Over the year Whānau Pakari
has received great support
from local company Return 2
Earth, who donated high quality
compost for new garden beds
so the children could learn to
grow their own vegetables.

Children and their whānau have
been utilising the garden beds
located at Sport Taranaki to
grow a variety of vegetables for
healthy eating options.
Whānau Pakari offers weekly
sessions for children and
parents and teaches them
about cooking, reading food
labels, sports and physical
activity, as well as making
persistent lifestyle changes.

Our people
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Healthcare is about people helping people.
In Taranaki we have a great team of health professionals and support staff all
working together for our community.

1,973

82%
FEMALE

PEOPLE WERE EMPLOYED BY
TARANAKI DHB IN 2017-18
Permanent
full-time

32.1%

Casual

DOCTORS

14.4%
Fixed term
temporary

6.6%

208 148

&

HEALTH
CARE
ASSISTANTS

Permanent
part-time

46.9%

19

SOCIAL WORKERS

32

SONOGRAPHERS & MRTS

16

DENTAL
THERAPISTS

36

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS

5

SPEECH THERAPISTS

185
161

5

PSYCHOLOGISTS

Vision &
hearing
technicians

DIETITIANS

LABORATORY
EMPLOYEES

1560
Māori

14

CASE MANAGERS

midwives

Pharmacy
employees

11

42

46

New Zealand European

25

13

NURSES

Taranaki DHB staff identify
themselves as

30

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS

753

Asian

14

Pacific Islander

24

29

Not declared

Other

			Doctors 208
						
					Allied 350
		

Non Health Support 115

Management 43
				 Administration 316

Nursing 941
(includes midwives & HCAs)

Patient feedback

“Having had several experiences at ED, the wards, physio and outpatients - can we say on behalf
of myself and my husband Garth that we can’t fault the care both at the time of admission and
further down the track, from nurses, doctors, physio etc. I especially liked the inclusiveness from
the staff where I’m concerned as the family member, not patient. You people are angels. I include
Wards 4A, 4B, 3B, Orthotic and Outpatient Departments.”
- Philippa

“Yesterday I was in Taranaki
Base Hospital for day
surgery and had to go
under a general anaesthetic.
I am full of admiration for
the wonderful people who
looked after me there. From
the time I went in to the
time I left, I was treated with
the utmost consideration
and care and looked after as
if I was the most important
person in everyone’s very
busy day. Thank you so very
much to all involved.”
- Anne

“Your dietitians are
awesome! They helped us
a lot with our daughter happy dietitian’s day!”

“Having had several
experiences of both ED
and the wards, also physio
outpatients etc., can we say
on behalf of myself and my
husband Garth that we can’t
fault the care both at the
time of admission and further
down the track, from nurses,
doctors, physio etc. I especially
liked the inclusiveness from
the staff where I’m concerned
as the family member, not
patient. You people are angels.
I include Wards 4A, 4B, 3B,
Orthotic and Outpatient
Departments.”

“Hat’s off to the staff of ED
and Ward 4B for caring for
my 85 year old husband, Mr
Angelo, over the weekend.
I am in Dunedin and it was
reassuring to know he was
in good hands and will
fly home in good health.
Thanks to you all.”

- Kelly

- Liz

- Abby

“Praise to the nurses
who looked after me
in hospital. They were
enthusiastic, cheerful, nice,
understanding with had
good knowledge and paid
attention to detail. I usually
don’t like hospitals, but they
made my stay much better.”

“My husband was recently admitted to Base where he
underwent major surgery. We would like to thank all of those
that were involved in his care (and mine) during his stay at
the hospital - the staff could not have been better and we
are very grateful for the kindness and care we both received
during a very difficult time. This includes not only the nurses
and medical/surgical teams but also the social worker,
receptionists, admin staff, cleaners - all of whom couldn’t have
been more helpful. Thank you so, so much.”

- Jason

- Claire & George

